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Avoid leading questions

Avoid (double) negatives

Avoid vagueness or ambiguity

Avoid double-barreled questions



Exhaustive
Answer categories must include all possible answers.

Mutually exclusive
Answer categories must be mutually exclusive – there can be no overlap between categories.



Experiment
Through random assignment into treatment and control groups, it is 
impossible for a third variable to be the cause of the correlation 
between treatment and outcome.

Survey experiment
Randomly allocate different 
questions to different 
respondents, to see how 
answers change – usually 
evaluating the effect of 
priming.
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Babbie (2015, p. 10)

Theory
Babbie: A systematic explanation for the 
observations that relate to a particular aspect of 
life.

Elkink: A set of social scientific concepts and a 
systematic argument how they are related to 
each other.

Theories are necessary for 
inference (understanding, 
prediction, generalization).

Unit	of	analysis





Content analysis
The study of recorded human communications, 
such as books, websites, paintings, and laws.



Open-ended question
Respondents can state or write in any 
possible answer.

Closed question
Respondents can choose between a 
fixed number of possible answers.



Content analysis



What are 
the texts?

What is 
the unit of 
analysis?

Do newspaper articles focus more on the politicians’ 
policies or on their personality?

Do more positive or more negative tweets have a greater 
impact in an election campaign?

Do politicians with more positive tweets or with more 
negative tweets have more followers?

Do politicians talk more about the economy when it is 
doing badly or when doing well?

Are countries with left-wing governments more or less 
likely to adopt liberal same-sex marriage laws?



Simple random sample
The sampling here is a purely random selection from the 
sampling frame – i.e. from the list of all texts. 

Stratified sample
Select collections you need and sample texts within 
collections to make sure each collection is sufficiently 
represented. 

Clustered sample
Collections are randomly sampled first, before texts within 
these clusters are randomly sampled.
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Let us revisit Trump:



https://time.com/5611476/donald-trump-transcript-time-interview/

What features here are not picked up with quantitative methods?



https://time.com/5611476/donald-trump-transcript-time-interview/

If we wanted to identify references to achievements, which do you see?



Coding references to achievements



Coding references to personal achievements



Coding scheme
Clearly defined categories to identify in 
or questions to ask about texts.



Deductive coding
Themes (e.g., achievement or 
personalization of achievement) are 
predetermined. Coding based on these 
predefined themes.

Inductive coding
Themes arise from the text. E.g. 
sentence-by-sentence classification into 
themes.



Thematic analysis
Closely examing text data to identify 
common themes – topics, ideas and 
patterns of meaning that come up 
repeatedly.
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What are the key arguments you can find in this text?
How does Assad justify his actions?



Regime violence happened in self-defense.
Peaceful demonstrations are a Western myth.



Discourse analysis
Study of conversations in their social 
context, mixing linguistics and sociology to 
understand how language is used.

https://www.thoughtco.com/discourse-analysis-or-da-1690462



Due to the low level of
reliability in these coding
methods – especially the more
latent ones – there is always a 
risk that one, consciously or 
unconsciously, selects cases 
and phrases that support the
main hypothesis.



(qualitative coding)



How do reliability and validity relate to:

o Qualitative vs quantitative coding?
o Manifest vs latent coding?
o Inductive vs deductive coding?
o Discourse analysis?



Deductive vs inductive coding
Manifest vs latent coding
Thematic analysis
Discourse analysis

Make sure you stay on 
track with the textbook –
too much to read for the 
exam.


